
 
 

GAME SUMMARY 
GAME 

NUMBER 
TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 
BEST SCORER 

WHITE 
BEST SCORER 

BLUE 
F4 15:30 FEMALE BRA CUB 9-12 Roge (#11) 

4 goals 
Carrasco (#5) 

Bernal (#6)  
3 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 
TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 
2ND 

QUARTER 
3RD 

QUARTER 
4TH 

QUARTER 
FINAL 
SCORE 

BRA 0 2 1 6 9 
CUB 3 4 2 3 12 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 
REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

STRAVIDIS (GRE) MORRISSEAU (CAN) VALOUCHE (CAN) 
 

COMMENTS 
 

Brazil and Cuba went to battle in the game that not only decided who would play Canada for the 
gold medal, but also who would qualify for the World Championship this summer. Cuba came 
out once again playing hard during the first two quarters. They were able to get a quick penalty 
goal to break the ice. They came right back to score from a perimeter shot to increase their lead 2-
0. With two minutes left Cuba was able to get and capitalize on another penalty shot  to close the 
first quarter with a 3-0 lead. Cuba’s goalkeeper was on top of her game in the second quarter. She 
would stop shots from inside two meters, perimeter and extra man. Alba (#2) was able to score 
for Brazil with 5 minutes left in the second quarter cutting Cuba’s leas to two goals. Cuba 
countered with a center forward shot to get back to a two-goal lead. Both teams exchanged goals, 
but Cuba was able to go to halftime with a five-goal lead. The third quarter was one were neither 
team was able to develop a consistent offensive attack. Cuba did increased their lead to 6 goals to 
begin the fourth quarter. Brazil, a team that never quits playing hard, came out strong in the 
fourth quarter scoring the first three goals of the quarter and cutting the lead to three goals. Cuba 
kept their poise and exchanged goals with Brazil for the rest of the game. Brazil was led by Roge 
(#11) with 4 goals. Cuba, who play Canada for the gold medal, was led by Carrasco (#5) and 
Bernal (#6) with 3 goals.  


